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### Distribution of items by box

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box 1</td>
<td>1*-6</td>
<td>Box 23</td>
<td>133-138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2</td>
<td>7*-12</td>
<td>Box 24</td>
<td>139-144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3</td>
<td>13-18</td>
<td>Box 25</td>
<td>145-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 4</td>
<td>19-24</td>
<td>Box 26</td>
<td>151-156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 5</td>
<td>25-30</td>
<td>Box 27</td>
<td>157-162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>31-36</td>
<td>Box 28</td>
<td>163-168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 7</td>
<td>37-42</td>
<td>Box 29</td>
<td>169-174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 8</td>
<td>43-48</td>
<td>Box 30</td>
<td>175-180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 9</td>
<td>49-54</td>
<td>Box 31</td>
<td>181-186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 10</td>
<td>55-60</td>
<td>Box 32</td>
<td>187-192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 11</td>
<td>61-66</td>
<td>Box 33</td>
<td>193-198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 12</td>
<td>67-72</td>
<td>Box 34</td>
<td>199-204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 13</td>
<td>73-78</td>
<td>Box 35</td>
<td>205-210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 14</td>
<td>79-84</td>
<td>Box 36</td>
<td>211-216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 15</td>
<td>85-90</td>
<td>Box 37</td>
<td>217-222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 16</td>
<td>91-96</td>
<td>Box 38</td>
<td>223-229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 17</td>
<td>97-102</td>
<td>Box 39</td>
<td>231-238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 18</td>
<td>103-108</td>
<td>Box 40</td>
<td>239-247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 19</td>
<td>109-114</td>
<td>Box 41</td>
<td>248-255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 20</td>
<td>115-120</td>
<td>Box 42</td>
<td>256-263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 21</td>
<td>121-126</td>
<td>Box 43</td>
<td>264-270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 22</td>
<td>127-132</td>
<td>Box 44</td>
<td>271-278</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Box 45 | Bryan 279
Author: Adams, Franklin P.
Year: 1935
Title: The Diary of Our Own Samuel Pepys, 1926-1934
City: New York
Publisher: Simon and Schuster
Number of Volumes: 2
Call Number: Bryan - 1 & 2
Notes: Signed by author

Author: Alexander, Holmes
Year: 1967
Title: Between the Stirrup and the Ground
City: Washington, D.C.
Publisher: The National Press Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 3
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe Bryan - Who told me years ago his favorite poem is the one which ends - 'loved I not honor more.' I chose this apt reference for my inscription. With warmest regards, Holmes Alexander, 6 November, 1967, Washington D.C."

Author: Alexander, Holmes
Year: 1970
Title: With Friends Possess'd
City: Caldwell
Publisher: The Caxton Printers, Ltd.
Call Number: Bryan - 6

Author: Alexander, Holmes
Year: 1984
Title: Never Lose a War: Memoirs and Observations of a National Columnist
City: Greenwich
Publisher: Devin-Adair
Call Number: Bryan - 5

Author: Alexander, Holmes M.
Year: 1964
Title: The Equivocal Men: Tales of the Establishment
City: Boston
Publisher: Western Islands
Call Number: Bryan - 4

Author: Allen, Hervey
Year: 1933
Title: Anthony Adverse
City: New York
Publisher: Farrar and Rinehart, Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 7
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Inscribed for Joseph Bryan III with cordial best wishes of his constantly. Hervey Allen."

Author: Alsop, Susan Mary
Year: 1984
Title: The Congress Dances
City: New York
Publisher: Harper and Row
Call Number: Bryan - 8
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe and Jacqueline with grateful thanks - Susan Mary Alsop, January 3, 1985."

Author: Amory, Cleveland
Year: 1950
Title: Home Town
City: New York
Publisher: Harper and Brothers
Edition: First
Call Number: Bryan - 10
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Katherine and Joe with affection and thanks and only the best always - Clip. Cleveland Amory, Palm Beach, May 2, 1951. P.S. Dear Joe, The grammar, Sir, is here also satirical! Ever, Clip"

Author: Amory, Cleveland
Year: 1990
Title: The Cat and the Curmudgeon
City: Boston
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Edition: First
Call Number: Bryan - 9
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For J.B. III with admiration CAI"

Author: Anderson, Sherwood
Year: 1951
Title: A Story Teller's Story
City: New York
Publisher: Grove Press Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 11
Notes: Inscribed: "Merry Christmas - 1958 to JB III from his son, CDBB."

Author: Andrews, Mark Edwin
Year: 1965
Title: Law Versus Equity in The Merchant of Venice
City: Boulder
Publisher: University of Colorado Press
Call Number: Bryan - 12
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe Bryan III with happy memories of long long ago. From Ed Andrews, Houston, August 23, 1983."

Author: Antonitis, Joseph
Year: 1981
Title: A Soldier's War
City: Orono
Publisher: Marsh Point Press
Edition: First
Call Number: Bryan - 13
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To J. Bryan III - Joe Antonitis."

Author: Apple Jr., R.W.
Year: 1986
Title: Apple's Europe: An Uncommon Guide
City: New York
Publisher: Atheneum
Edition: First
Call Number: Bryan - 14

Author: Applewhite, E.J.
Year: 1977
Title: Cosmic Fishing: An Account of Writing Synergetics with Buckminster Fuller
City: New York
Publisher: Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 15

Author: Applewhite, E.J.
Year: 1981
Title: Washington Itself
City: New York
Publisher: Alfred A. Knopf
Edition: First
Call Number: Bryan - 16
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joseph Bryan III - without whom Washington is not longer quite Itself. - Ed, Washington D.C., 4 July 1983 (and of course for Jacqueline - it is Jacqueline, isn't it?)"

Author: Backstretch, Basil
Year: 1968
Title: Local Limericks: Life and Love in Upstate New York
City: Walla Walla
Publisher: Kiddies' Kozy Korner
Call Number: Bryan - 17
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe - Salud - Basil."

Author: Baring, Maurice
Year: 1928
Title: Algae: An Anthology of Phrases
City: London
Publisher: William Heineman, Ltd.
Call Number: Bryan - 18
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Maurice Baring for his Joseph Bryan. 1930."

Author: Barzini, Luigi
Year: 1964
Title: The Italians
City: London
Publisher: Hamish Hamilton
Call Number: Bryan - 19
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joseph Bryan from one of [The Italians]."

Author: Beaverbrook, Lord  
Year: 1962  
Title: The Divine Propagandist  
City: London  
Publisher: Heinemann  
Call Number: Bryan - 20  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Joe Bryan, master of words, from Beaverbrook, Aug - 1963."

Author: Beebe, Lucius  
Year: 1966  
Title: The Big Spenders  
City: Garden City  
Publisher: Doubleday and Company, Inc.  
Edition: First  
Call Number: Bryan - 21  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe Bryan Esq., Without whose generous contributions this book would have been much the poorer. In gratitude, from the author Lucius Beebe, and his occasional collaborator, Charles Clegg, May 1966."

Author: Bemelmans, Ludwig  
Year: 1941  
Title: The Donkey Inside  
City: New York  
Publisher: The Viking Press  
Call Number: Bryan - 22  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe and Catherine, Ludwig, Oct 12, 1944."

Author: Bemelmans, Ludwig  
Year: 1941  
Title: Hotel Splendide  
City: New York  
Publisher: The Viking Press  
Call Number: Bryan - 23  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Katherine and Joe from Ludwig."

Author: Bemelmans, Ludwig  
Year: 1955  
Title: Parsley
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City: New York
Publisher: Harper and Brothers
Call Number: Bryan - 24
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe from Ludwig."

Author: Benchley, Robert
Year: 1921
Title: Of All Things
City: New York
Publisher: Henry Holt and Company
Call Number: Bryan - 26
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Dear Joe: This is my first book and I want to send you a copy because I feel, Joe, that you will understand more than the rest of the fellows what I have tried to say in it. It is my life, in a way, Joe. Bob Benchley. You know!"

Author: Benchley, Robert
Year: 1925
Title: Pluck and Luck
City: New York
Publisher: Henry Holt and Company
Call Number: Bryan - 27
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Later Period (Manic-Depressive) 1868-1875. 12, Schnollgasse, Dresden, July 9, 1868. Dear Joe: You are doubtless surprised at the above address, but we came here suddenly from Bonn directly George left Augsburg-Hochlese. This sad, heroic acceptance (sans arriere pensee) of death seems to me to be the great tragic wind that blows through the Iliad, and comes out especially strong in Achilles. - And how are you and Bessie? I think that, on the whole, I like Renan - bien qu'il soit d'une laideur vraiment repoussante. His wife is a plain and excellent person, niece of Ary Scheffer.¹ Tomorrow we move on to Bridgeport, our winter quarters. Y'rs aff'c't'ly, Bob Benchley. ¹Niece of Ary Scheffer.

Author: Benchley, Robert
Year: 1928
Title: 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, or David Copperfield
City: New York
Publisher: Henry Holt and Company
Call Number: Bryan - 29
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Well, this book turns out to be Joe Bryan's much to his surprise and that of the author * (much to his surprise). * A great many people use these extra asterisks for titilation. (Get it?) Robert Charles Benchley"
Author: Benchley, Robert  
Year: 1930  
Title: The Treasurer's Report and Other Aspects of Community Singing  
City: New York  
Publisher: Harper and Brothers  
Edition: First  
Call Number: Bryan - 28  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Mr. Benchley calling Mr. Joseph Bryan, III! Mr. Benchley calling Mr. Joseph Bryan, III! Mr. Benchley calling Mr. Joseph Bryan, III! Gangway!"

Author: Benchley, Robert  
Year: 1943  
Title: Benchley Beside Himself  
City: New York  
Publisher: Harper and Brothers  
Edition: Fifth  
Call Number: Bryan - 25  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Lieutenant Joe Bryan III. From Robert Benchley Sullivan, Christmas, 1943. [i.e. Frank Sullivan] -JB III-"

Author: Biddlewood, Clement  
Year: 1988  
Title: Ocean Vu, Jog To Beach  
City: New York  
Publisher: St. Martin's Press  
Call Number: Bryan - 226  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe Bryan, with nostalgia and affection - Clement, Water Mill, NY, June 16, '88 (Joe: You'll find echoes of psych-warrior days on pp. 294-295. Also a word game or two on pp. 158-162)"

Author: Blackburn, Tom  
Year: 1989  
Title: The Jolly Rogers: The Story of Tom Blackburn and Navy Fighting Squadron VF-17  
City: New York  
Publisher: Orion Book  
Edition: First  
Call Number: Bryan - 30  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe Bryan with deep affection, Tommy Blackburn, Jax, Fla, 3/13/89"
Author: Boorstin, Daniel J.
Year: 1983
Title: The Discoverers
City: New York
Publisher: Random House
Call Number: Bryan -31
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe Berger III - a fellow discoverer. From Daniel Boorstin, Oct. 23, 1984."

Author: Brown, Catherine Hayes
Year: 1940
Title: Letters to Mary
City: New York
Publisher: Random House
Edition: First
Call Number: Bryan - 32
Notes: Signed by author, subject, recipient of letters, and publishers. Inscribed: "And, for Joe Bryan, the publishers also sign."

Author: Bryan, C.D.B.
Year: 1965
Title: P.S. Wilkinson
City: New York
Publisher: Harper and Row
Edition: First
Call Number: Bryan - 37
Notes: Inscribed by author: "A chere Jacqueline" with my love, affection, respect, and gratitude for all you have done for me these many years - Courty, Brook Hill, October 21, 1978"

Author: Bryan, C.D.B.
Year: 1970
Title: The Great Dethriffe
City: New York
Publisher: E.P. Dutton and Co., Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 35
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Merry Christmas 1970 and love to Daddy, Courty, 56 Union ST., Guilford, Conn."

Author: Bryan, C.D.B.
Year: 1976
Title: Friendly Fire  
City: New York  
Publisher: G.P. Putnam's Sons  
Call Number: Bryan - 34  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "And for Daddy - with the hope that you will find this a book in which we might both take pride. Happy Birthday! Courty, April 22, 1976, April 30, 1976, 56 Union St., Guilford, CT. 06437."

Author: Bryan, C.D.B.  
Year: 1983  
Title: Beautiful Women, Ugly Scenes  
City: Garden City  
Publisher: Doubleday and Company, Inc.  
Call Number: Bryan - 33

Author: Bryan, III, Lt. Comdr. J. and Philip G. Reed  
Year: 1959  
Title: Mission Beyond Darkness  
City: New York  
Publisher: The Bookmailer, Inc.  
Edition: Third  
Call Number: Bryan - 36

Author: Buchwald, Art  
Year: 1974  
Title: "I Am Not a Crook"  
City: New York  
Publisher: G.P. Putnam's Sons  
Call Number: Bryan - 38  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe, keep laughing! Art Buchwald, 1974"

Author: Burnham, James  
Year: 1950  
Title: The Coming Defeat of Communism  
City: New York  
Publisher: The John Day Company, Inc.  
Call Number: Bryan - 39  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe Bryan, who justifies the title - Jimmy"

Author: Burnham, James  
Year: 1953
Title: Containment or Liberation? An Inquiry Into the Aims of United States Foreign Policy
City: New York
Publisher: The John Day Company
Call Number: Bryan - 40
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Katherine and Joe Bryan, who, being there, make any occasion pleasant - Jimmy B -"

Author: Burnham, James
Year: 1964
Title: Suicide of the West: An Essay on the Meaning and Destiny of Liberalism
City: New York
Publisher: The John Day Company
Call Number: Bryan - 41
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe Bryan, Jimmy Burnham"

Author: Burnham, James
Year: 1975
Title: Suicide of the West: An Essay on the Meaning and Destiny of Liberalism
City: New Rochelle
Publisher: Arlington House
Call Number: Bryan - 42
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe Bryan, who did not need to read this book to understand it - with warm regards - Jim Burnham"

Author: Busch, Nivan
Year: 1941
Title: The Carrington Incident
City: New York
Publisher: William Morrow and Co.
Call Number: Bryan - 43
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe - With admiration - and nostalgia. Niven"

Author: Busch, Nivan
Year: 1965
Title: The Gentleman from California
City: New York
Publisher: Simon and Schuster
Call Number: Bryan - 44
Notes: Inscribed by author: "23 November 1965. For Jacqueline and Joe - With a Presidential salute to the years behind - and the same to those ahead! Devotedly, Niven"
Author: Busch, Nivan  
Year: 1989  
Title: The Titian Game  
City: New York  
Publisher: Random House  
Edition: First  
Call Number: Bryan - 45  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe - I've lost one brother, but in you I shall always feel I have another...with affection and admiration through lo, these many years. Niven Busch, 11/26/89"

Author: Campbell, Patrick  
Year: 1967  
Title: A Bunch of New Roses  
City: London  
Publisher: Anthony Blond  
Call Number: Bryan - 46  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe Bryan, the Third and the Best. From Patrick Campbell, Aug. 1st, 1969."

Author: Campbell, Patrick  
Year: 1967  
Title: My Life and Easy Times  
City: London  
Publisher: Anthony Blond  
Call Number: Bryan - 47  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe and Jacqueline, all Boiled by the Sunshine, BUT HAPPY! from the Authors Paddy + Vivienne"

Author: Chesterton, G.K.  
Year: 1930  
Title: The Grave of Arthur  
City: London  
Publisher: Faber and Faber Ltd.  
Call Number: Bryan - 48  
Notes: Signed by author

Author: Coffman, C. DeWitt and John Keasler  
Year: 1972  
Title: Keyhole: Inn-sights: An Uninhibited Peek Into the Hotel World
City: Englewood Cliffs  
Publisher: Prentice-Hall, Inc.  
Call Number: Bryan - 49  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To J.B. III, I sure do thank you friend - no matter what comes of it, we got it this far, thanks to you. C. DeWitt Coffman, 5/23/72"

Author: Connelly, Marc  
Year: 1968  
Title: Voices Offstage: A Book of Memoirs  
City: Chicago  
Publisher: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.  
Edition: First  
Call Number: Bryan - 50  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joseph Bryan, III whose friendship and the purchase of this book has made me richer. Marc Connelly, New York, 1968"

Author: Cooper, Diana  
Year: 1960  
Title: Trumpets from the Steep  
City: London  
Publisher: Rupert Hart-Davis  
Call Number: Bryan - 51

Author: Cooper, H.H.  
Year: 1969  
Title: A Cave with Two Exits  
City: London  
Publisher: Alan Ross  
Call Number: Bryan - 52  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For J.B. III for long friendship. H.H.C., December, 1969"

Author: Cotten, Joseph  
Year: 1987  
Title: Vanity Will Get You Somewhere  
City: San Francisco  
Publisher: Mercury House, Incorporated  
Call Number: Bryan - 53  
Notes: Inscribed by author twice: "For Joe, I find it mildly amusing - from Joe" "For Joe, with affection and admiration. From Joe"
**Author:** Cozzens, James Gould  
**Year:** 1942  
**Title:** The Just and the Unjust  
**City:** New York  
**Publisher:** Harcourt, Brace and Company  
**Edition:** First  
**Call Number:** Bryan - 54  
**Notes:** Inscribed: "April 23, '47. To Joe: Reflected glory, but the shadow is slight. Ed Biester" Also inscribed by author: "and also to Joe, and nothing reflected about it this time. Jim Cozzens, Major General ORC, 24 April 1949"

**Author:** Dabney, Virginius  
**Year:** 1986  
**Title:** Virginius Dabney's Virginia: Writings about the Old Dominion  
**City:** Chapel Hill  
**Publisher:** Algonquin Books  
**Call Number:** Bryan - 219  
**Notes:** Inscribed by author: "For my old friend Joseph Bryan III, one of the ornaments of Virginia - with my very best wishes, Virginius Dabney"

**Author:** Devereux, James P.S.  
**Year:** 1947  
**Title:** The Story of Wake Island  
**City:** Philadelphia  
**Publisher:** J.B. Lippincott Company  
**Edition:** First  
**Call Number:** Bryan - 56  
**Notes:** Inscribed by author: "To Joe Bryan III, a real author from a make believe - Jim Devereaux"

**Author:** Donaldson, Frances  
**Year:** 1974  
**Title:** Edward VIII  
**City:** London  
**Publisher:** Weidenfeld and Nicolson  
**Call Number:** Bryan - 57  
**Notes:** Inscribed by author: "Joe Bryan, Best wishes, Frances Donaldson"

**Author:** Donaldson, Frances  
**Year:** 1982  
**Title:** P.G. Wodehouse: A Biography  
**City:** New York
Publisher: Alfred A. Knopf
Call Number: Bryan - 58
Notes: Inscribed by author: "17 Edna St. SW 11. This has out bookplate but is the only copy I have at the moment. It is in print so I can get more! Hope you enjoy it. F.D."

Author: Fadiman, Clifton
Year: 1957
Title: Any Number Can Play
City: Cleveland
Publisher: The World Publishing Company
Edition: First
Call Number: Bryan - 59
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe - With Every Good Wish - Kip"

Author: Fairbanks, Jr., Douglas
Year: 1988
Title: The Salad Days
City: New York
Publisher: Doubleday
Call Number: Bryan - 60
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe - Who has been present as my friend as far back as the Hors d'Oeuvres right up to now - and beyond tomorrow - with affection, nostalgia, and hopes - D."

Author: Farr, Finis
Year: 1964
Title: Black Champion: The Life and Times of Jack Johnson
City: New York
Publisher: Charles Scribner's Sons
Call Number: Bryan - 61
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To a fellow fite fan, Joseph Bryan, Ill from Finis Farr, April 1964"

Author: Farr, Finis
Year: 1967
Title: Die Margaret-Mitchell-Story, und die Geschichte des Buches
City: Hamburg
Publisher: Claassen Verlag
Call Number: Bryan - 63
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To mein goedt frendt Choe Pryan from die Dotch Orinle Phineas Pharr. Now mine poy, I giff some goedt advise: Ve gedt too soon"
oldt, and too late schmardt, But you cant cheadt an Honest Mann

**Author:** Farr, Finis  
**Year:** 1967  
**Title:** The Elephant Valley  
**City:** New Rochelle  
**Publisher:** Arlington House  
**Call Number:** Bryan - 64  
**Notes:** Inscribed by author: "To Joe from Finis, July 1967. From an idea by: Robert Louis Stevenson. Additional dialogue by: John Buchau, A. Conan Doyle, and James Oliver Curwood."

**Author:** Farr, Finis  
**Year:** 1972  
**Title:** FDR  
**City:** New Rochelle  
**Publisher:** Arlington House  
**Call Number:** Bryan - 66  
**Notes:** Inscribed by author: "To Joe (in mem. E.E. Norris) from Finis, June 15, 1972, with thanks for shelfroom at Brook Hill"

**Author:** Farr, Finis  
**Year:** 1973  
**Title:** Chicago: A Personal History of America's Most American City  
**City:** New Rochelle  
**Publisher:** Arlington House  
**Call Number:** Bryan - 62  
**Notes:** Inscribed by author: "-to J.B., III, from F.F. -in case someone wants to know about Chi. -'Bet a million dollars you'll lose the blues, in Chicago...' March 1973"

**Author:** Farr, Finis  
**Year:** 1975  
**Title:** Fair Enough: The Life of Westbrook Pegler  
**City:** New Rochelle  
**Publisher:** Arlington House Publishers  
**Call Number:** Bryan - 65  
**Notes:** Inscribed by the author: "To: Jacqueline and Joe with thanks for shelfroom at Brook Hill, for both book and author. - Finis, 22 May 1975"

**Author:** Faulkner, William
Year: 1932
Title: Light in August
City: New York
Publisher: Harrison Smith and Robert Haas
Call Number: Bryan - 73
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joseph Bryan, William Faulkner, Philadelphia, 15 Dec. 1939"

Author: Faulkner, William
Year: 1934
Title: Salmagundi
City: Milwaukee
Publisher: The Casanova Press
Call Number: Bryan - 75
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Joseph Bryan, William Faulkner, 15 Dec 1939"

Author: Faulkner, William
Year: 1939
Title: Doctor Martino and other stories
City: New York
Publisher: Harrison Smith and Robert Haas
Call Number: Bryan - 72
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joseph Bryan, William Faulkner, Philadelphia, 15 Dec. 1939"

Author: Faulkner, William
Year: 1940
Title: The Hamlet
City: New York
Publisher: Random House
Call Number: Bryan - 74
Notes: Signed by author
Author: Felix, Christopher  
Year: 1963  
Title: A Short Course in the Secret War  
City: New York  
Publisher: E.P. Dutton and Co., Inc.  
Call Number: Bryan - 77  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe Bryan - Ageny, master, critic (invaluable) and friend (also) - With warmest good wishes, Christopher Felix, Brook Hill, April 1963"

Author: Felix, Christopher  
Year: 1988  
Title: A Short Course in the Secret War  
City: New York  
Publisher: Dell  
Call Number: Bryan - 78 and 79  
Notes: 78 inscribed by author: "Christopher Felix, For Joe Bryan - Companion in skullduggery, mentor in wit and prose, my model in teetotalling, my friend throughout, Affectionately, Jim McCarger, Washington D.C., May 1988"

Author: Field, Henry  
Year: 1953  
Title: The Track of Man: Adventures of an Anthropologist  
City: Garden City  
Publisher: Doubleday and Company, Inc.  
Volume: 1  
Number of Volumes: 2  
Call Number: Bryan - 81  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe, Always with admiration. Henry, July 15, 1955"

Author: Field, Henry  
Year: 1977  
Title: Arabian Desert Tales Between the Two Great Wars  
City: Sante Fe  
Publisher: Synergetic Press  
Call Number: Bryan - 80  
Notes: Signed by author

Author: Field, Henry  
Year: 1982  
Title: The Track of Man: Volume 2: The White House Years, 1941-1945
City: Miami
Publisher: Banyan Books
Volume: 2
Number of Volumes: 2
Call Number: Bryan - 82
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Christmas Greetings, Henry"

Author: Finney, Ben
Year: 1971
Title: Feet First
City: New York
Publisher: Crown Publishers, Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 83
Notes: Inscribed twice by author: "Joe, Ole Boy - If you don't like it - sue me!"
"For Joseph - Even if you did defect to Princeton. Benjamin."

Author: Finney, Ben
Year: 1977
Title: Once a Marine-Always a Marine
City: New York
Publisher: Crown Publishers, Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 84
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe Bryan - A real nice guy, even if you were a
flatfoot - and - went to the wrong school. Cheerio! Ben Finney"

Author: Finney, Ben
Year: 1984
Title: Start Laughing
City: New York
Publisher: Vantage Press
Call Number: Bryan - 85
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joseph. A real Virginia gentleman, even if he did
attend the high school. Benjamin"

Author: Ford, Corey
Year: 1925
Title: Three Rousing Cheers for the Rollo Boys
City: New York
Publisher: George H. Doran Company
Call Number: Bryan - 91
Notes: Inscribed twice by author: "For Bryan - Love, etc. Corey Ford - Sept. 1925
* "We're studying 1925 in history." "Joe - from Corey - Xmas '52"
Author: Ford, Corey  
Year: 1926  
Title: The Gazelle's Ears  
City: New York  
Publisher: George H. Doran Company  
Call Number: Bryan - 87  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Bryan, From Corey Ford III"

Author: Ford, Corey  
Year: 1954  
Title: Never Say Diet  
City: New York  
Publisher: Henry Holt and Company  
Call Number: Bryan - 90  
Notes: Inscribed: "This rare presentation copy, first edition, to be left beside the telephone for making notes. Yrs. Hilarie Belloc - as told to Corey Ford."

Author: Ford, Corey  
Year: 1958  
Title: Has Anybody Seen Me Lately?  
City: Garden City  
Publisher: Doubleday and Company, Inc.  
Call Number: Bryan - 88  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe Bryan - It seems to me that anthologies are getting thicker. Merry Christmas, Corey Ford."

Author: Ford, Corey  
Year: 1959  
Title: The Day Nothing Happened  
City: Garden City  
Publisher: Doubleday and Company, Inc.  
Call Number: Bryan - 86  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "-and the very merriest of Christmases to dear old Joe from Corey-"

Author: Ford, Corey  
Year: 1961  
Title: What Every Bachelor Knows  
City: Garden City  
Publisher: Doubleday and Company, Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 93
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe Bryan - One of my oldest friends - all my other friends are younger, as did Perelman days. Ever, Corey Ford. Hanover, N.H., 30 October 1961"

Author: Ford, Corey
Year: 1967
Title: The Time of Laughter
City: Boston
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Call Number: Bryan - 92

Author: Ford, Corey and Alastair MacBain
Year: 1949
Title: A Man of His Own and other dog stories
City: New York
Publisher: Whittlesey House
Call Number: Bryan - 89
Notes: For Katherine (not to mention Joe) Bryan - any wife of Joe's is a friend of outs. With love, etc., Corey Ford, Alastair MacBain"

Author: Fuller, R. Buckminster
Year: 1938
Title: Nine Chains to the Moon
City: Philadelphia
Publisher: J.B. Lippincott Company
Call Number: Bryan - 95
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe Bryan affectionately. Bucky Fuller, Aug 22 (top number in meteorology), 1938"

Author: Fuller, R. Buckminster
Year: 1972
Title: Intuition
City: Garden City
Publisher: Doubleday and Company, Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 94
Notes: Signed by author, and inscribed: "To Buckminster Fuller, friend of the universe, bringer of happiness, liberator. With affectionate admiration, Ezra Pound, Spoleto, June 29th, 1971"

Author: Gauss, Christian
Year: 1930
Title: Life in College
City: New York
Publisher: Charles Scribner's Sons
Call Number: Bryan - 96
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe Bryan after reminiscence of "Sandy" with Wallis Harle. This volume is expedited by him with all the good wishes of Christian Gauss."

Author: Gibbs, Wolcott
Year: 1931
Title: Bird Life at the Pole
City: New York
Publisher: William Morrow and Co.
Call Number: Bryan - 98
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joseph Bryan III from his little friend Wolcott Gibbs (age 6)"

Author: Gibbs, Wolcott
Year: 1937
Title: Bed of Neuroses
City: New York
Publisher: Dodd, Mead and Company
Call Number: Bryan - 97
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe -With regards and gratitude - Wolcott"

Author: Gillen, Mollie
Year: 1970
Title: The Prince and His Lady: The Love Story of the Duke of Kent and Madame de St. Laurent
City: Toronto
Publisher: Griffin House
Call Number: Bryan - 99
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Joe - who has shared his excitement - Mollie Gillen"

Author: Graves, Robert
Year: 1957
Title: Goodbye to All That
City: London
Publisher: Cassell and Company Ltd.
Call Number: Bryan - 100
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Joe, afectuosamente, Robert, March 24, 1958"
Author: Graves, Robert  
Year: 1957  
Title: The Greek Myths  
City: New York  
Publisher: George Braziller, Inc.  
Volume: 1  
Call Number: Bryan - 101  
Notes: Inscribed by author: " - Joe from Robert - Ap. 1958"

Author: Graves, Robert  
Year: 1962  
Title: New Poems, 1962  
City: London  
Publisher: Cassell and Company Ltd  
Call Number: Bryan - 103  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Joe Bryan III amigo mio - que vadra aqui! Robert Graves, 1962"

Author: Graves, Robert and Joshua Podro  
Year: 1957  
Title: Jesus in Rome: A Historical Conjecture  
City: London  
Publisher: Cassell and Company Ltd  
Call Number: Bryan - 102  

Author: Gutierrez-Rave, Jose  
Year: 1962  
Title: El Conde De Barcelona  
City: Madrid  
Publisher: Prensa Espanola  
Call Number: Bryan - 172  
Notes: Signed

Author: Gwynn, Frederick L.  
Year: 1951  
Title: Sturge Moore and the Life of Art  
City: Lawrence  
Publisher: University of Kansas Press  
Call Number: Bryan -104
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Katherine and Joe - who, although never actually in Vladivostock, have been somewhere not a million miles from there. Spurge Wannion (F.L.G.), Christmas 1951"

Author: Henisch, Peter
Year: 1980
Title: Hamlet, Fables, and Other Poems
City: Washington
Publisher: The Charioteer Press
Call Number: Bryan - 105
Notes: Inscribed by translator: "For my cherished friend and classmate Joe Bryan III, Herman Salinger, New Year's, 1981"

Author: Hergesheimer, Joseph
Year: 1930
Title: The Party Dress
City: New York
Publisher: Alfred A. Knopf
Call Number: Bryan - 106

Author: Heyward, DuBose and Hervey Allen
Year: 1922
Title: Carolina Chansons: Legends of the Low Country
City: New York
Publisher: The Macmillan Company
Call Number: Bryan - 107
Notes: Signed by authors

Author: Iacone, Salvatore J.
Year: 1976
Title: The Pleasures of Book Collecting
City: New York
Publisher: Harper and Row
Call Number: Bryan - 108
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe - Remembering our good times together aboard the QEII as it circled South America. My first book - now itself no doubt a rarity!! With the very best of regards - Sal Iacone, March 1989"

Author: Jeffers, Dr. George W.
Year: 1982
Title: The Bastards' Book
City: Denver
Publisher: Driftwood Publications
Call Number: Bryan - 109
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe Bryan with thanks for lots of help, Jeff, Aug 28, 1982"

Author: Jenkins, Alan
Title: Stephen Potter: Inventor of Gamesmanship
City: London
Publisher: Weidenfeld and Nicolson
Call Number: Bryan - 110

Author: Johnston, Alva
Year: 1937
Title: The Great Goldwyn
City: New York
Publisher: Random House
Call Number: Bryan - 111
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joseph Bryan III, Alva Johnston"

Author: Kantor, MacKinlay
Year: 1957
Title: Lobo
City: Cleveland
Publisher: The World Publishing Company
Call Number: Bryan - 112
Notes: Inscribed by author and other: "To Jacky and Joe Bryan. Fondly, MacKinlay Kantor, 4 Feb. 1961"  "With warmest regards, to Jacqueline and Joe, Irene Layne Kantor"

Author: Karig, Walter
Year: 1945
Title: Lower Than Angels
City: New York
Publisher: Farrar and Rinehart, Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 113
Notes: Inscribed by author: "As Virgil didn't put it, 'pissunt qui pisse videntur.' Affectionately, Walter Karig"

Author: Karig, Walter
Year: 1947
Title: Zotz!
City: New York
Publisher: Rinehart and Company, Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 114
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe Bryan with nostalgia - Like

Author: Knapp, Clarence H.
Year: 1930
Title: Sob Ballads
City: New York
Publisher: G.P. Putnam's Sons, The Knickerbocker Press
Call Number: Bryan - 115

Author: Krock, Arthur
Year: 1973
Title: Myself When Young: Growing Up in the 1890's
City: Boston
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Call Number: Bryan - 116
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For J. Bryan III who has enriched my life beyond computation. Arthur Krock, Washington, D.C., April 1, 1973"

Author: Krolow, Karl
Year: 1969
Title: Poems Against Death
City: Washington
Publisher: The Charioteer Press
Call Number: Bryan - 117
Notes: Inscribed by translator: "For my friend of forty-five years and my neighbor in Blair Hall, Princeton and up yonder in Virginia: Joseph Bryan III. With esteem and affection, Herman Salinger, 23.ix.69, Duke/Durham, N.C."

Author: Leacock, Stephen
Year: 1917
Title: Frenzied Fiction
City: New York
Publisher: John Lane Company
Call Number: Bryan - 118

Author: Legendre, Gertrude Sanford
Year: 1987
Title: The Time of My Life
City: Charleston
Publisher: Wyrick and Company
Call Number: Bryan - 119
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Jacqueline and Joe. With love, Gertrude S. Legendre, Dec. '87"

Author: Legrand, Francine-Claire and Felix Sluys
Title: Arcimboldo et les arcimboldesques
City: Paris
Publisher: La Nef de Paris
Call Number: Bryan - 120

Author: Littell, Robert
Year: 1961
Title: It Takes All Kinds
City: New York
Publisher: Reynal and Company
Call Number: Bryan - 121
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Jacqueline and Joe - R.L."

Author: Longford, Elizabeth
Year: 1964
Title: Victoria R.I.
City: London
Publisher: Weidenfeld and Nicolson
Call Number: Bryan - 123
Notes: Inscribed by author: "With all my very best wishes and thanks to Joseph Bryan III who has helped me so much, with Victoria and Wellington, Elizabeth Longford, 25-V-67"

Author: Longford, Elizabeth
Year: 1981
Title: The Queen Mother
City: London
Publisher: Granada
Call Number: Bryan - 122
Notes: Inscribed by author: "With love and best wishes to Joe, who knows it all already - Elizabeth - 1981"

Author: Lord, Walter
Year: 1972
Title: The Dawn's Early Light
City: New York
Publisher: W.W. Norton and Company, Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 124
Notes: Signed by author

Author: Lowell, Amy
Year: 1921
Title: Legends
City: Boston
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Company
Call Number: Bryan - 125
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Joseph Bryan, in memory of Charleston. Amy Lowell, 1922"

Author: MacBain, Major Alastair and Lt. Col. Corey Ford
Year: 1946
Title: The Last Time I Saw Them
City: New York
Publisher: Charles Scribner's Sons
Call Number: Bryan - 127
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For 'Bull' Bryan - hoping that you someday you, too, will really get to Tokep...Ever, 'Hep' Ford, Feb. 1948"

Author: MacLeish, Archibald
Year: 1928
Title: The Hamlet of A. MacLeish
City: Boston
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Co.
Call Number: Bryan - 129

Author: MacLeish, Archibald
Year: 1939
Title: America Was Promises
City: New York
Publisher: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 128

Author: MacNelly, Jeff
Year: 1978
Title: The Very First Shoe Book  
City: New York  
Publisher: Avon  
Call Number: Bryan - 130  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe Bryan, with best wishes, Jeff MacNelly"

Author: Markey, Gene  
Title: The Kentucky Jug  
City: Lexington  
Publisher: The Kentucky Jug Society Publishers  
Call Number: Bryan - 131  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Beau Joe - Some serious reading for you. G."

Author: Markey, Gene  
Title: Land Achter de Horizon  
City: Utretcht  
Publisher: Uitgeverij de Fontein  
Call Number: Bryan - 132  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "God zegen ye, Josev Byrn! Jig wetten zign - Yene van Markt"

Author: Markey, Gene  
Year: 1964  
Title: Women, Women, Everywhere  
City: Indianapolis  
Publisher: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc.  
Call Number: Bryan - 135 and 136  
Notes: Inscribed by author in 135: "For Mme. Bryan - with love from her elderly admirer - Gene, Westway, Saratoga, 1964" Inscribed by author in 136: "For Beau Joe - with the affection of his uncle, *None genuine without this signature."

Author: Markey, Gene  
Year: 1978  
Title: The Little Mermaid  
City: Miami  
Publisher: E.A. Seemann  
Call Number: Bryan - 133  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For lovely Jacqueline from her elderly admirer Le Vieux Matelot"

Author: Markey, Gene
Year: 1978
Title: The Upper Classes
Call Number: Bryan - 134
Notes: Inscribed by author: "And love to Jq. and J, L and G"

Author: Marquand, John P.
Year: 1945
Title: Repent In Haste
City: Boston
Publisher: Little, Brown, and Company
Call Number: Bryan - 137
Notes: Inscribed by author

Author: Marton, George and Christopher Felix
Year: 1972
Title: Three-Cornered Cover
City: New York
Publisher: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston
Call Number: Bryan - 138
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe Bryan - Whose optimism about the rise in my fortunes from 'Thriller' writing may subside on reading this, but remains a profoundly appreciated glow in the evening sky - Christopher Felix, Fonrenailler, February 1973"

Author: McGinley, Phyllis
Year: 1960
Title: Times Three: Selected Verse from Three Decades with Seventy New Poems
City: New York
Publisher: The Viking Press
Call Number: Bryan - 126
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe Bryan III, With three times three hundred good wishes from an old friend, Phyllis McGinley, October, 1960"

Author: Moats, Alice-Leone
Year: 1965
Title: Roman Folly
City: New York
Publisher: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 139
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe from Moetsie with all the proper sentiments. Rome - July 1968"
Author: Murat, Napoleon
Year: 1972
Title: Feuilles de presence
City: Paris
Publisher: L'Herne
Call Number: Bryan - 140
Notes: Inscribed by author: "A Jacqueline, cas quelques feuillets j'ai lu tiques from the happy few. Napoleon Murat"

Author: Norris, Frank
Year: 1957
Title: Tower in the West
City: New York
Publisher: Harper and Brothers
Call Number: Bryan - 142
Notes: Signed by author

Author: Norris, Frank
Year: 1961
Title: At last to kiss Amanda
City: New York
Publisher: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 141
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Dear Joe: (The butler did it.) Frank, Veilark, June 20th, '61"

Author: O'Hara, John
Year: 1934
Title: Appointment in Samarra
City: New york
Publisher: Harcourt, Brace and Company
Call Number: Bryan - 143
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe Bryan, a great American, John O'Hara, 27 April 1946"

Author: O'Hara, John
Year: 1935
Title: The Doctor's Son and Other Stories
City: New York
Publisher: Harcourt, Brace and Company
Call Number: Bryan - 144
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To oh uh now gol darn it now uh well wud you say? uh uh O, Joe. Joe Bryan uh uh uh uh uh O'Hara! October 23, 1938, Huntington Valley, Pa."

Author: O'Hara, John
Year: 1938
Title: Hope of Heaven
City: New York
Publisher: Harcourt, Brace and Company
Call Number: Bryan - 150
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To sister and husband (a nasty reference), I was sittin' here; I was sittin' there' I was sittin' there; I was sittin' there; Beat it out " " " " " And Then I was asked to write something in this book. Well, God damn it, Didn't I? John O'Hara, AETAT 33"

Author: O'Hara, John
Year: 1939
Title: Files on Parade
City: New York
Publisher: Harcourt, Brace and Company
Call Number: Bryan - 147
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe Bryan, a great American, John O'Hara, 27 April 1946"

Author: O'Hara, John
Year: 1940
Title: Pal Joey
City: New York
Publisher: Duell, Sloan and Pierce
Call Number: Bryan - 152
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe Bryan, a great American. John O'Hara, 27 April 1946"

Author: O'Hara, John
Year: 1945
Title: Pipe Night
City: New York
Publisher: Duell, Sloan and Pearce
Call Number: Bryan - 153
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe Bryan, a great American. John O'Hara, 27 April 1946"
Author: O'Hara, John
Year: 1946
Title: Here's O'Hara: Three Novels and Twenty Short Stories by John O'Hara
City: New York
Publisher: Duell, Sloan, and Pearce
Call Number: Bryan - 149
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe Bryan - in recognition of his characteristically splendid work at Libbey and Andersonville, this book is affectionately dedicated by the grandson of Major Michael J. O'Hara, U.S. Cavalry*, 27 April 1946
*William Tecumseh Sherman, Officer Commanding"

Author: O'Hara, John
Year: 1947
Title: Hellbox
City: New York
Publisher: Random House
Call Number: Bryan - 148
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe Bryan, The real title of this book is Heckbox, but we are trying to get it on the radio. Ever, John O'Hara, 14 Dec 52"

Author: O'Hara, John
Year: 1948
Title: Dostavenicko v Samare
City: Praha
Publisher: Vydavatelstvo Druzstevni Prace
Call Number: Bryan - 145
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Josef Bryane in the fond hope that his sentence structure will profit hereby. Aff'y John O'Hara, Fiddlers Green, 29 September 1948"

Author: O'Hara, John
Year: 1949
Title: A rage to live
City: New York,
Publisher: Random House
Number of Pages: 590

Author: O'Hara, John
Year: 1951
Title: The Farmers Hotel
City: New York
Publisher: Random House
Call Number: Bryan - 146
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe, III, and Kate, first and final, Bryans, in memory of a happy bathing party at Rehoboth Beach. (Turn right at Alexander, turn left, you are on Mercer Street, turn right, you are on Alexander, don't turn, because Alexander doesn't like people turning on time. If there are no more worlds to conquer, that's Alexander. Love, J. O'Hara, 10 Nov 51, Princeton"

Author: O'Hara, John
Year: 1960
Title: Ourselves to Know
City: New York
Publisher: Random House
Call Number: Bryan - 151

Author: Oppenheimer, George
Year: 1970
Title: Frank Sullivan Through the Looking Glass: A Collection of His Letters and Pieces With an Introduction by Marc Connelly
Series Editor: Oppenheimer, George
City: Garden City
Publisher: Doubleday and Company, Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 207
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe - with deep gratitude for his enthusiasm and wholehearted cooperation - and a pox on the U.S. mails. Yours, George, Sept. 24, 1970  P.S. I would have written more but my pen has just melted from the heat. Oct. 24 - and I would have written none if Oppie hadn't used the whole page. See next page. I will write more anyhow. I will write that this monumental work is inscribed to Joe Bryan, hero of most of the letters within, and to his lovely Jacqueline, heroine of the Christmas Ode here reprinted. With admiration, regard, respect and affection - Frank Sullivan, Saratoga, October, 1970"

Author: Orwell, George
Year: 1946
Title: Animal farm
City: New York,
Publisher: Harcourt Brace
Number of Pages: 3 L., 3-118
Notes: [by] George Orwell.
Satire on dictatorship.
Bryan 231. Stamp of JB.

**Author:** Orwell, George  
**Year:** 1949  
**Title:** Nineteen Eighty-Four  
**City:** New York  
**Publisher:** Harcourt, Brace and Company  
**Call Number:** Bryan - 154

**Author:** Perelman, S.J.  
**Year:** 1929  
**Title:** Dawn Ginsbergh's Revenge  
**City:** New York  
**Publisher:** Horace Liverright  
**Number of Pages:** 239  
**Notes:** Bryan 234. Inscribed by the author to JB: "To Joe Bryan in memory of sun-drenched days and patchouli-scented nights along Route 232. Sid Perelman. July 8, '39."

**Author:** Perelman, S.J.  
**Year:** 1937  
**Title:** Strictly from hunger  
**City:** New York  
**Publisher:** Random House  
**Number of Pages:** 221  
**Notes:** Bryan 245. Inscribed by the author to JB: "To Joe Bryan--whose mouth is a scarlet wound and whose country estate "Boiling Diapers" is chic to the nth degree. Sid Perelman. July 8, '39."

**Author:** Perelman, S.J.  
**Year:** 1940  
**Title:** Look who's talking  
**City:** New York  
**Publisher:** Random House  
**Number of Pages:** 249  
**Notes:** Bryan 240. Inscribed by the author to JB: "To Joe--Whip up the ?, driver, and let's skim over the hard crust to Port Arthur---Your friend and mine, Sid Perelman." Picture of the author and newspaper clipping tipped in.

**Author:** Perelman, S.J.
Year: 1943
Title: The dream department
City: New York
Publisher: Random House
Number of Pages: 209
Notes: Bryan 235. Inscribed by the author to JB: "To Joe-- in memory of days in the green room with Della Fox and Ada ? from his old sporting pal--with love, Sid Perelman. July 10, 1946."

Author: Perelman, S.J.
Year: 1946
Title: Keep it crisp
City: New York
Publisher: Random House
Number of Pages: 259
Notes: Bryan 238. Inscribed by the author to JB: "To Joe, This disheartening example of what happens when movable type becomes available to every upstart--Eternally--Sid." Postcard from the author to JB laid in.

Author: Perelman, S.J.
Year: 1947
Title: Acres and Pains
City: New York
Publisher: Reynal & Hitchcock
Number of Pages: 126
Notes: Bryan 232. Inscribed by the author to JB. Card from the author to JB tipped in.

Author: Perelman, S. J.
Year: 1948
Title: Westward ha! or, Around the world in eighty clichés
City: New York
Publisher: Simon and Schuster
Number of Pages: 159
Notes: by S.J. Perelman ; drawings by Hirschfeld. Around the world in eighty clichés.Bryan 248. Inscribed by the author to JB: "To Joe and Sister, this pathetic nosegay of old baggage labels, receipted hotel bills, and battered claim checks, in the hope that it will protect them from the Evil Eye afloat or ashore--With love, Sid."

Author: Perelman, S. J.
Year: 1949
Title: Listen to the mocking bird
City: New York
Publisher: Simon and Schuster
Number of Pages: 153
Notes: by S.J. Perelman; drawings by Hirschfeld.
Bryan 239. Holiday card from author to JB tipped in. Inscribed by the author to JB: "For Joe, from the blacksmith, Sid..."

Author: Perelman, S. J.
Year: 1950
Title: The Swiss family Perelman
City: New York,
Publisher: Simon and Schuster
Number of Pages: 212
Notes: Drawings by Hirschfeld.
Bryan 246. Inscribed by the author to JB: "To Sister and Joe, the thought of whom sustained this cut-rate Marco Polo from the opium halls of Macao to the shores of Twenty-One--Affectionately, Sid."

Author: Perelman, S. J.
Year: 1952
Title: The ill-tempered clavichord
City: New York
Publisher: Simon and Schuster
Number of Pages: 244
Notes: Bryan 236. Inscribed by the author to JB. Card from the author to JB tipped in.

Author: Perelman, S.J.
Year: 1957
Title: The Road to Miltown or, under the spreading atrophy
City: New York
Publisher: Simon and Schuster
Number of Pages: 273
Notes: Bryan 244. Inscribed by the author to JB: "To Joe, in lieur of doubloons--Sid." Holiday card from the author to JB.

Author: Perelman, S. J.
Year: 1958
Title: The most of S. J. Perelman
City: New York
Publisher: Simon and Schuster
Number of Pages: 650
Notes: Most of SJ Perelman.
Bryan 241. Inscribed by the author to JB: "For Joe, with affection, Sid. 27 November 1958. Wedding invitation to the author's daughter's wedding tipped in.

Author: Perelman, S. J.
Year: 1961
Title: The rising gorge
City: New York
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Number of Pages: 287
Notes: Bryan 243. Holiday card from the author to JB tipped in.

Author: Perelman, S. J.
Year: 1966
Title: Chicken inspector no. 23
City: New York
Publisher: Simon and Schuster
Number of Pages: 255
Notes: S.J. Perelman.
Bryan 233. Inscribed by the author to JB: "For Joe, this nosegay of ? and nux vomica to frighten the spiders out of the revolving bookcase. With affection, Sid." Newspaper clipping laid in.

Author: Perelman, S. J.
Year: 1975
Title: Vinegar puss
City: New York
Publisher: Simon and Schuster
Number of Pages: 224
Notes: by S. J. Perelman.
Short stories and essays.

Author: Perelman, S.J.; Reynolds, Q.J.
Year: 1930
Title: Parlor, bedlam and bath
City: New York
Publisher: Horace Liveright
Number of Pages: 240
Notes: Bryan 242. Inscribed by the author to JB: "Joe--This is, without any doubt, the worst book ever written. I wrote one-half of it. Go ---- yourself, you scandal-
O'Malley's Book Store, 377 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

Author: Perelman, S.J.
Year: 1987
Title: Don't Tread on Me: The Selected Letters of S.J. Perelman
City: New York
Publisher: Viking
Call Number: Bryan - 155
Notes: Inscribed by editor: "For Joseph Bryan with appreciation and every good
wish, Prudence Crowther, June 1987"

Author: Phelps, Leland R. and A. Tilo Alt
Year: 1978
Title: Creative Encounter. Festschrift for Herman Salinger
Series Editor: Phelps, Leland R. and A. Tilo Alt
City: Chapel Hill
Publisher: The University of North Carolina Press
Call Number: Bryan - 55
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For my Princeton classmate Joseph Bryan III, frind
of over half a century and his charming wife Jacqueline, de coeur, Herman
Salinger, Duke/Durham, 29 Nov 1978"

Author: Pinckney, Josephine
Year: 1927
Title: Sea-Drinking Cities: Poems by Josephine Pinckney
City: New York
Publisher: Harper and Brothers
Call Number: Bryan - 157
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Josephine Pinckney to her esteemed cousin (and
friend) Joseph Bryan III"

Author: Pinckney, Josephine
Year: 1941
Title: Hilton Head
City: New York
Publisher: Farrar and Rinehart, Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 156
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Joe, your Jo. With love."

Author: Pinckney, Josephine
Year: 1945  
Title: Three O'Clock Dinner  
City: New York  
Publisher: The Viking Press  
Call Number: Bryan - 158  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Joe and Katherine, With love, Jo P."

Author: Pope, John Alexander  
Year: 1956  
Title: Chinese Porcelains from the Ardebil Shrine  
City: Washington  
Publisher: Smithsonian Institution, Freer Gallery of Art  
Call Number: Bryan - 159  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joseph Bryan III with the good wishes of the author. John A. Pope, May 1964"

Author: Potter, E.B.  
Year: 1976  
Title: Nimitz  
City: Annapolis  
Publisher: Naval Institute Press  
Call Number: Bryan - 160  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "With thanks to - Joseph Bryan III for his half in my plan to write a new biography of Fleet Adm. Wm.F. Walsey. E.B. Potter"

Author: Potter, Stephen  
Title: The Theory and Practice of Gamesmanship, or The Art of Winning Games Without Actually Cheating  
City: New York  
Publisher: Henry Holt  
Call Number: Bryan - 168  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To America One, pioneer of a continent, from One. Occasion of his superb hip, 19 May 51"

Author: Potter, Stephen  
Year: 1950  
Title: Some Notes on Lifemanship  
City: London  
Publisher: Rupert Hart-Davis  
Call Number: Bryan - 164  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To America One, On the occasion of his being awarded the gameslife prize (second class), from One. '...secumdad duciamento'"
(those who follow most truly end E trans: S. Potter), May '51"

Author: Potter, Stephen  
Year: 1954  
Title: Sense of Humour  
City: New York  
Publisher: Henry Holt and Company  
Call Number: Bryan - 165  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe with thanks from Stephen, April 1955"

Author: Potter, Stephen  
Year: 1956  
Title: Potter on America  
City: London  
Publisher: Rupert Hart-Davis  
Call Number: Bryan - 163  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe from Stephen, Christmas 1956"

Author: Potter, Stephen  
Year: 1958  
Title: Supermanship, or How to Continue to Stay Top Without Actually Falling Apart  
City: London  
Publisher: Rupert Hart-Davis  
Call Number: Bryan - 167  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "U.S. #1, The loathing, deep but difficult to express, which one must always feel for any book dedicated to one, puts one in a difficult position, particularly if the motive of the dedication includes a touch of friendliness, even the faintest suggestion of gratitude. But it is all right. As always, #1 has a way out. Acknowledge instantly, almost aledephonically: but NEVER READ. #1, 17 Oct 58"

Author: Potter, Stephen  
Year: 1959  
Title: Steps to Immaturity  
City: London  
Publisher: Rupert Hart-Davis  
Call Number: Bryan - 166  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Dear Joe, This life will not really become exciting till you appear (in the note to p. 453 of Vol. IV). All the same it has been suggested that my description here of how G smelt the apples in the green grocer's basement (on my bicycle ride to Wandsword common station chap vii) should not
be read last thing at night. Yours, Stephen, Brook Hill, October, 1945"

**Author:** Potter, Stephen  
**Year:** 1965  
**Title:** Anti-Woo  
**City:** London  
**Publisher:** Heinemann  
**Call Number:** Bryan - 161  
**Notes:** Inscribed by author: "Dear Joe, This trifling gift is scant acknowledgment of the most delightful of all my American week-ends. The perfect introduction to Jacqueline and Virginia. Stephen"

**Author:** Potter, Stephen  
**Year:** 1968  
**Title:** The Complete Golf Gamesmanship  
**City:** London  
**Publisher:** Heinemann  
**Call Number:** Bryan - 162  
**Notes:** Inscribed by author: "To Joe (who knows, better than me, that life is golf, if on a smaller scale) Warmest Christmas greetings and general affection from Heather (see early portrait drawn from life p. 131) and Stephen, December 1968"

**Author:** Pratt, Fletcher  
**Year:** 1946  
**Title:** Night Work: The Story of Task Force 39  
**City:** New York  
**Publisher:** Henry Holt and Company  
**Call Number:** Bryan - 170  
**Notes:** Inscribed by author: "For Joe Bryan, Fletcher Pratt"

**Author:** Pratt, Fletcher  
**Year:** 1948  
**Title:** The Marines' War: An Account of the Struggle for the Pacific from Both American and Japanese Sources  
**City:** New York  
**Publisher:** William Sloane Associates, Inc.  
**Call Number:** Bryan - 169  
**Notes:** Signed by author

**Author:** Reynolds, Clark G.  
**Year:** 1978
Title: The Fast Carriers: The Forging of an Air Navy
City: Huntington
Publisher: Robert E. Krieger Publishing Company
Call Number: Bryan - 174
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Clark G. Reynolds - To the original Yorktown diarist, Joe Bryan, all the best, June 17, 1981"

Author: Reynolds, Quentin
Year: 1963
Title: By Quentin Reynolds
City: London
Publisher: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 173
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Dear Joe - If only your distinguished ancestors had won that God damn war- we'd be so much happier in New York today - my esteem and affection - Quentin, NYC, 15 Nov 1963"

Author: Riddell, John
Year: 1932
Title: In the worst possible taste
City: New York, London
Publisher: Charles Scribner's Sons
Number of Pages: 214
Notes: Bryan 237. Inscribed by JB: "For Corey Ford--with all best wishes--Joe Bryan III." Photograph taped in.

Author: Rose, Stuart
Year: 1967
Title: There's a Fox in the Spinney: Memories of Fox-hunting, Racing, and Publishing
City: Garden City
Publisher: Doubleday and Company
Call Number: Bryan - 175
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For my old friend Joe Bryan, with regard and affection, Stuart Rose, June 1972"

Author: Rosmond, Babette
Year: 1970
Title: Robert Benchley: His Life and Good Times
City: Garden City
Publisher: Doubleday and Company, Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 176
Notes: Inscribed: "J. Bryan! Brook Hill, April 1970. The worst biography ever written!"

Author: Ruby, Jay  
Year: 1984  
Title: The Other Worlds of Joe Steinmetz (Photo Essay)  
Journal: Studies in Visual Communication  
Volume: 10  
Issue: 4  
Pages: 61  
Call Number: Bryan - 177  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For my good friend Joe Bryan III, Joseph Janney Steinmetz, Sarasota, Fl., Feb 4 '85. See pages 61 et sub. for essay on my photo career."

Author: Salinger, Herman  
Year: 1950  
Title: Angel of Our Thirst  
City: Prairie City  
Publisher: The Decker Press  
Call Number: Bryan - 178  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "'from the gonad to the monad...'or see page 43; to autograph this I am glad for J.B. No. III. In old friendship, Herman Salinger, 3 May 1951, Grinnell, Iowa"

Author: Salinger, Herman  
Year: 1962  
Title: A Sigh Is the Sword  
City: Charlotte  
Publisher: McNally and Loftin, Publishers  
Call Number: Bryan - 179  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To my old and dear friend: Joseph Bryan III, together with whom I seem to have produced this Sigh of the Sword Above the Mantel ('drink claret to the bees as fortune grants abundance of magnolias and azaleas' p. 43), Herman Salinger, Durham, North Carolina*, 8 Oct 1963 *(located between the Old Dominion and S.C.)""

Author: Schulberg, Budd  
Year: 1972  
Title: The Four Seasons of Success  
City: Garden City  
Publisher: Doubleday and Company, Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 180
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Sue, With warm memories and affection, Budd, Oct. 21, 1972"

Author: Schulberg, Budd
Year: 1981
Title: Moving pictures, memories of a Hollywood prince
City: New York
Publisher: Stein and Day
Number of Pages: xi, 501, [522] of plates
Keywords: Schulberg, Budd Biography. Authors, American 20th century Biography. Motion pictures United States Biography.
Notes: Budd Schulberg. Includes index.
Bryan 249. Inscribed by the author to JB: "For my dear friend Joe Bryan III With admiration and warmest wishes, Budd Schulberg."

Author: Shreve, L.G.
Year: 1980
Title: The Phoenix With Oily Feathers: A Novel of Suspense
City: Durham
Publisher: Moore Publishing Company
Call Number: Bryan - 182
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For J. Bryan III, without whose friendship and guidance this book would never have seen the light of day. L.G. Shreve"

Author: Shreve, L.G.
Year: 1982
Title: Tench Tilghman: The Life and Times of Washington's Aide-de-Camp
City: Centreville
Publisher: Tidewater Publishers
Call Number: Bryan - 181
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For old and valued friend Joe Bryan, whose generous coaching in the art of writing helped enormously with this and other books. Bill Shreve. L.G. Shreve, Baltimore, 18 November 1982"

Author: Smith, H. Allen
Year: 1941
Title: Low man on a totem pole
City: Garden City, N.Y.,
Publisher: Doubleday Doran & co. inc.
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**Number of Pages:** xvii, 1 L., 295
**Keywords:** Journalists Correspondence.
**Notes:** with an introduction by Fred Allen.
At head of title: H. Allen Smith.
Bryan 254. Inscribed by Fred Allen to JB: "For Joe, my first preface, my first autograph, Fred Allen."

**Author:** Smith, H. Allen
**Year:** 1943
**Title:** Life in a putty knife factory
**City:** Garden City, N.Y.
**Publisher:** Doubleday Doran
**Number of Pages:** xviii, 296
**Edition:** 1st
**Keywords:** Journalists Biography
**Notes:** H. Allen Smith.
Bryan 253.

**Author:** Smith, H. Allen
**Year:** 1949
**Title:** We went thataway
**City:** Garden City, N.Y.,
**Publisher:** Doubleday
**Number of Pages:** 256
**Edition:** [1st ]
**Notes:** Bryan 261. Stamp of JB.

**Author:** Smith, H. Allen
**Year:** 1958
**Title:** The Pig in the Barber Shop
**City:** Boston, Toronto
**Publisher:** Little, Brown and Co.
**Number of Pages:** 314
**Notes:** Bryan 255. Inscribed by the author to JB: "Dear Joe-use a funnel on this one. With admiration, H. Allen Smith."

**Author:** Smith, H. Allen
**Year:** 1961
**Title:** How to write without knowing nothing: a book largely concerned with the use and misuse of language at home and abroad
**City:** Boston
**Publisher:** Little Brown
Number of Pages: 179
Edition: 1st
Keywords: American wit and humor
Authorship Anecdotes
Notes: H. Allen Smith.
Bryan 252. Inscribed by the author to JB: "For Joe Bryan--custodian of Syloan Similes, Department of Virginia, CSA. H. Allen Smith."

Author: Smith, H. Allen
Year: 1963
Title: A short history of fingers and other state papers
City: Boston, Toronto
Publisher: Little, Brown and co.
Number of Pages: 301

Author: Smith, H. Allen
Year: 1963
Title: Two-thirds of a coconut tree
City: Boston, Toronto
Publisher: Little, Brown, and co.
Number of Pages: 369
Notes: Bryan 259. Inscribed by the author to JB: "For J. Joe Bryan III who was briefer and better on the Pacific. H. Allen Smith."

Author: Smith, H. Allen
Year: 1965
Title: Poor H. Allen Smith's almanac; a comic compendium loaded with wisdom & laughter together with a generous lagniappe of questionable natural history all done up in style
City: Greenwich, Conn.
Publisher: Fawcett
Number of Pages: 159
Notes: Bryan 256. Letter from the author to JB tipped in.

Author: Smith, H. Allen
Year: 1967
Title: Son of Rhubarb
City: New York
Publisher: Trident Press
Number of Pages: 275
Notes: [by] H. Allen Smith. Illustrated by Leo Hershfield.
Bryan 258. Inscribed by the author to JB: "For Joe Bryan, from an admiring member of the scribbling set--Old Man Bascom, ?...H. Allen Smith."

Author: Smith, H. Allen
Year: 1968
Title: Buskin' with H. Allen Smith
City: New York
Publisher: Trident Press
Number of Pages: 223
Notes: Bryan 250. Bookplate of the author. "With the compliments of the author."

Author: Smith, H. Allen
Year: 1969
Title: The great chili confrontation; a dramatic history of the decade's most impassioned culinary embroilment (with recipes)
City: New York
Publisher: Trident Press
Number of Pages: 188
Notes: Bryan 251. Photograph tipped in.

Author: Smith, H. Allen
Year: 1970
Title: Rude Jokes
City: Greenwich
Publisher: Fawcett Publications, Inc.
Call Number: Bryan - 183
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Joe Bryan III - This has been - shout survivor to replace the one you loaned out - In the faith - 15 Nov 86"

Author: Smith, H. Allen
Year: 1971
Title: The View from Chivo
City: New York
Publisher: Trident Press
Number of Pages: 285
Notes: Bryan 260. Photograph of the author?

Author: Spackman, W.M.
Year: 1953
**Title:** Heyday  
**City:** New York  
**Publisher:** Ballantine Books  
**Call Number:** Bryan - 186  
**Notes:** Inscribed by author: "Joe - exemplaire de recharge - Spack, 23.iv.77"

**Author:** Spackman, W.M.  
**Year:** 1967  
**Title:** On the Decay of Humanism [Essays]  
**City:** New Brunswick  
**Publisher:** Rutgers University Press  
**Call Number:** Bryan - 184  
**Notes:** Inscribed by author: "Joe! - No Christian household should be without a copy of this book. Spack, 27.xii.67"

**Author:** Spackman, W.M.  
**Year:** 1967  
**Title:** Twenty-Five Years of It  
**Publisher:** Perros-Guirec  
**Call Number:** Bryan - 189  
**Notes:** Inscribed by author: "Joe! The kind way to read something printed in chronological order is to start in the middle and work outwards in both directions to the end. Spack"

**Author:** Spackman, W.M.  
**Year:** 1980  
**Title:** A Presence With Secrets  
**City:** New York  
**Publisher:** Alfred A. Knopf  
**Call Number:** Bryan - 188  
**Notes:** Inscribed by author: "To Joseph Bryan III, as one conspirator against time to another - et florea con viviatio! - Wm Spackman"

**Author:** Spackman, W.M.  
**Year:** 1983  
**Title:** A Difference of Design  
**City:** New York  
**Publisher:** Alfred A. Knopf  
**Call Number:** Bryan - 185  
**Notes:** Inscribed by author: "To Jacqueline and Joe Bryan (keeping the French in French) - Spack"
Author: Spackman, W.M.
Year: 1985
Title: A Little Decorum, For Once
City: New York
Publisher: Alfred A. Knopf
Call Number: Bryan -187
Notes: Inscribed by author: "for Jacqueline and Joe Bryan, "...mais jamais la moindre a descretion dans mes paroles. - Spack"

Author: Steinbeck, John
Title: Inci (The Pearl)
City: Ankara Caddesi, Istanbul
Publisher: Varlik Yayinevi
Call Number: Bryan - 193
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Boy J.B. III, Huteni hobiz - zehder. Kemel paslia is the pash for me. John Affendi Steinbeck"

Author: Steinbeck, John
Year: 1939
Title: The Grapes of Wrath
City: New York
Publisher: The Viking Press
Call Number: Bryan - 192
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe Bryan III, 'He has loosed the fearful lightning of this terrible swift sword.' John Steinbeck"

Author: Steinbeck, John
Year: 1942
Title: Bombs Away: The Story of a Bomber Team
City: New York
Publisher: The Viking Press
Call Number: Bryan - 190
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For J.B. III, 'Any havoc - unleash the XXth!' John Steinbeck (habitual cinihan) Assimilated and simulated tank - Vestryman 2nd class"

Author: Steinbeck, John
Year: 1952
Title: The Pearl
City: Amsterdam
Publisher: J.M. Meulenhoff
Call Number: Bryan - 195  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For little Joe, from Black Beauty, J.S."

Author: Steinbeck, John  
Year: 1958  
Title: Once There Was a War  
City: London  
Publisher: Transworld Publishers  
Call Number: Bryan - 194  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe Bryan from a seasoned coward, John Steinbeck"

Author: Steinbeck, John  
Year: 1959  
Title: Positano  
City: Salerno  
Publisher: Ente Provinciale Per Il Turismo  
Call Number: Bryan - 191  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joe Brer Rabbit Bryan from Giovanni Steinbeck, Positano, 1962-3-4"

Author: Steinbeck, John and Edward F. Ricketts  
Year: 1941  
Title: Sea of Cortez: A Leisurely Journal of Travel and Research  
City: New York  
Publisher: The Viking Press  
Call Number: Bryan - 196  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe Bryan III ' - Lonely on a peak in Parien - ' John Steinbeck (retired), E.F. Ricketts (in abstention)"

Author: Stempel, Tim  
Year: 1980  
Title: Screenwriter: The Life and Times of Nunnally Johnson  
City: San Diego  
Publisher: A.S. Barnes and Company, Inc.  
Call Number: Bryan - 203  
Notes: Signed by author

Author: Stewart, Donald Ogden  
Year: 1921  
Title: A parody outline of history
City: New York,
Publisher: George H. Doran company
Number of Pages: xiii , 1 l., 17-230
Notes: by Donald Ogden Stewart, wherein may be found a curiously irreverent treatment of American historical events, imagining them as they would be narrated by America's most characteristic contemporary authors, together with divers delightful, droll drawings, pencilled by Herb Roth, the whole forming an amusing and satirical picture of American letters of today.
Bryan 263. Inscribed by the author to JB: "This is a true copy of a first edition of a few notes I made on an envelope while on my way to Gettysburg on an envelope while on my way to Gettysburg on an envelope--it must be stuck--play the Bing Crosbie one. Don."

Author: Stewart, Donald Ogden
Year: 1921
Title: A parody outline of history
City: New York, Garden City
Publisher: Garden City Publishing
Number of Pages: xiii , 1 l., 17-230
Notes: by Donald Ogden Stewart, wherein may be found a curiously irreverent treatment of American historical events, imagining them as they would be narrated by America's most characteristic contemporary authors, together with divers delightful, droll drawings, pencilled by Herb Roth, the whole forming an amusing and satirical picture of American letters of today.
Bryan 264. Inscribed by the author to JB: "There was a more expensive edition of this book, but probably they didn't have it at the drug store and besides you were probably ashamed having to ask for you know, Don."

Author: Stewart, Donald Ogden
Year: 1922
Title: Perfect Behavior
City: New York
Publisher: George H. Doran Company
Call Number: Bryan - 202
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joseph Bryan, who 'refused to be crucified on a Cross of Gold' and God bless you, Commoner! Donald Ogden Stewart"

Author: Stewart, Donald Ogden
Year: 1923
Title: Aunt Polly's story of mankind
City: New York,
Publisher: George H. Doran company
Number of Pages: xv, [1] , 1 l., 281
Notes: Bryan 262. Inscribed by the author to JB: "Dear Joe and Sister-- this is the best book I ever wrote, Don."

Author: Stewart, Donald Ogden
Year: 1924
Title: Mr. and Mrs. Haddock Abroad
City: Carbondale
Publisher: Southern Illinois University Press
Call Number: Bryan - 200

Author: Stewart, Donald Ogden
Year: 1925
Title: The Crazy Fool
City: New York
Publisher: Albert and Charles Boni
Call Number: Bryan - 198
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Donald Ogden Stewart. 15 years later - 'Don.' Easter 1941"

Author: Stewart, Donald Ogden
Year: 1926
Title: Mr. and Mrs. Haddock in Paris, France
City: New York
Publisher: Harper and Brothers Publishers
Call Number: Bryan - 201
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joseph Bryan III, without whose intelligent understanding and sympathy without whose intelligent understanding and sympa Hi Joe! This is Don"

Author: Stewart, Donald Ogden
Year: 1929
Title: Father William: A Comedy of Father and Son
City: New York
Publisher: Harper and Brothers Publishers
Call Number: Bryan - 199
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Dear Joe - M - J - is pregnant but doesn't remember a thing after that 'talk' you had. Anyway, best wishes. Don Stewart"

Author: Stewart, Donald Ogden
Year: 1975
Title: By a Stroke of Luck! An Autobiography by Donald Ogden Stewart
City: New York  
Publisher: Paddington Press Ltd.  
Call Number: Bryan - 197  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For dear dear Joe with so many memories and so much affection, Don Stewart, London, 23 Nov. 1975"

Author: Strauss, Lewis L.  
Year: 1962  
Title: Men and Decisions  
City: Garden City  
Publisher: Doubleday and Company  
Call Number: Bryan - 204  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "To Joseph Bryan III, who read the early printing of this book with the critical eye of a charitable friend - and to whom I am eternally indebted for the fact that grammar and syntax have not been mortally affronted - with admiration and gratitude, Lewis L. Strauss"

Author: Street, Julian  
Year: 1959  
Title: Table Topics  
City: New York  
Publisher: Alfred A. Knopf  
Call Number: Bryan - 205  
Notes: Inscribed by editor/author's wife: "To Joseph Bryan III: How delightful my husband, Julian, would have been at your thoughtfulness in giving your rare collection of books inscribed to you, to the Julian Street Library at Princeton. This is a tribute which would have a special meaning ifor him because of his warm admiration for your father and for you. AIMS Street, Sharon, Connecticut, January the twenty-second, 1979"

Author: Sullivan, Frank  
Year: 1926  
Title: The life and times of Martha Hepplethwaite  
City: New York  
Publisher: Boni & Liveright  
Number of Pages: 224  
Notes: Bryan 269. Inscribed by the author to JB: "I rise and life my glass to drink a Health to Joseph and Katinka! Fratinka Sullivan."

Author: Sullivan, Frank  
Year: 1928  
Title: Innocent bystanding
City: New York  
Publisher: Horace Liveright  
Number of Pages: 260  
Notes: Bryan 266. Inscribed by the author to JB: "To my darling, wise and pretty! (I don't mean Bryan; I refer to Kitty). Frank Sullivan."

Author: Sullivan, Frank  
Year: 1931  
Title: Broccoli and old lace  
City: New York  
Publisher: Horace Liveright  
Number of Pages: 286  
Notes: Bryan 265. Inscribed by the author to JB: "To Joe Bryan--With the thanks, admiration and respect of W.T. Sherman and myself, Frank Sullivan. Aug. 1968--Better late, or am I wrong?"

Author: Sullivan, Frank  
Year: 1933  
Title: In one ear...  
City: New York  
Publisher: The Viking Press  
Number of Pages: 169  
Notes: Bryan 268. Inscribed by the author to JB: "To Joe Bryan from one fish to another, Frank Sullivan. How Bryan come by this book of Mr. Carleton Pike's must remain a mystery, as is the case with so many assets Mr. Bryan has acquires, as for instance the regard and affection of Frank Sullivan."

Author: Sullivan, Frank  
Year: 1938  
Title: A pearl in every oyster  
City: Boston  
Publisher: Little, Brown and Co.  
Number of Pages: 290  
Notes: Bryan 270. Inscribed by the author to JB: "With feelings far removed from hate I send this book to Joe + Kate, Frank Sullivan. All Saint's Day, 1898."

Author: Sullivan, Frank  
Year: 1939  
Title: Sullivan at bay  
City: London  
Publisher: J.M. Dent and Sons  
Number of Pages: 247
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**Notes**: Bryan 272. Inscribed by the author to JB: "Greater love no Sullivan hath Than this one's ? for Joe and Kath. Sullivan."

**Author**: Sullivan, Frank  
**Year**: 1946  
**Title**: A rock in every snowball  
**City**: Boston  
**Publisher**: Little, Brown and Co.  
**Number of Pages**: 220  
**Notes**: Bryan 271. Inscribed by the author to JB: "This page is dedicated to Joseph Bryan III. The rest of the book is dedicated to Mrs. K. Bryan III who for a period of years has been madly in love with Frank Sullivan. August 12, 1946."

**Author**: Sullivan, Frank  
**Year**: 1953  
**Title**: The night the Old Nostalgia burned down  
**City**: Boston,  
**Publisher**: Little Brown  
**Number of Pages**: 248  
**Edition**: [1st ]  
**Notes**: Bryan 267. Inscribed by the author to JB: "For Joe Bryan, a man four-square, a man three-square, a man minus two-square, a square shooter--in brief-a Square. With the admiration and affection of Old Frank Sullivan. Saratoga August 1964."

**Author**: Sullivan, Frank  
**Year**: 1954  
**Title**: Sullivan bites news: perverse news items  
**City**: Boston,  
**Publisher**: Little Brown  
**Number of Pages**: unpaged.  
**Edition**: [1st ]  
**Notes**: Illustrated by Sam Berman. Bryan 273. Inscribed by the author to JB: "Sullivan Bit Bryan and suffered a severe attack of hydrophobia as a result. "Once bitten, twice shy," said Bryan who had never up to that moment been shy in his life- Frank Sullivan, Bites to Her Majesty, the Queen." Newspaper clipping.

**Author**: Sullivan, Frank  
**Year**: 1959  
**Title**: A Moose in the Hoose  
**City**: New York
**Publisher:** Random House  
**Call Number:** Bryan - 206  
**Notes:** Inscribed by author: "Merry Christmas and All the Fondest to dear old Joe Bryan from dear old Frank Sullivan, 1959"

**Author:** Sullivan, Frank; Oppenheimer, George  
**Year:** 1972  
**Title:** Well, there's no harm in laughing; formerly titled Frank Sullivan through the looking glass, edited, with an afterword, by George Oppenheimer, Introduction by Marc Connelly  
**City:** Garden City, New York  
**Publisher:** Doubleday  
**Number of Pages:** 267  
**Notes:** Bryan 274. Newspaper clipping laid in.

**Author:** Taylor, Robert Lewis  
**Year:** 1958  
**Title:** The Travels of Jaimie McPheeters  
**City:** Garden City  
**Publisher:** Doubleday and Company, Inc.  
**Call Number:** Bryan - 208  
**Notes:** Inscribed by author: "To the J. Bryan III's - and happy to make these new friends - with admiration RLT"

**Author:** Thurber, James  
**Year:** 1933  
**Title:** My life and hard times  
**City:** New York and London,  
**Publisher:** Harper & brothers  
**Number of Pages:** xviii , 1 l., 153  
**Notes:** Bryan 276. Inscribed by the author to JB: "For Joe Bryan with all best wishes, James Thurber."

**Author:** Thurber, James  
**Year:** 1935  
**Title:** The middle-aged man on the flying trapeze; a collection of short pieces, with drawings by the author  
**City:** New York London,  
**Publisher:** Harper & brothers  
**Number of Pages:** x , 1 L., 226, [221] incl. front., illus.  
**Notes:** by James Thurber. Illustrated t. -p.

**Author**: Thurber, James; White, E. B.  
**Year**: 1929  
**Title**: Is sex necessary? or, Why you feel the way you do  
**City**: New York,  
**Publisher**: Harper  
**Number of Pages**: xxix, 197 incl. illus., plates.  
**Notes**: by James Thurber and E. B. White. Illustration on front lining-paper. "First edition."

Bryan 278. Inscribed by the author to JB: "Hello, Joe! Jim Thurber."

**Author**: Troy, Con  
**Year**: 1983  
**Title**: Laugh with Hugh Troy: World's greatest practical joker  
**City**: Wyomissing  
**Publisher**: Trojan Books  
**Call Number**: Bryan - 210  
**Notes**: Inscribed by author: "Dear Joe, I owe you so much! Con Troy"

**Author**: Troy, Hugh  
**Year**: 1941  
**Title**: The Chippendale Dam  
**City**: London  
**Publisher**: Oxford University Press  
**Call Number**: Bryan - 209  
**Notes**: Inscribed by author: "Love from H."

**Author**: V., Prof.  
**Year**: 1989  
**Title**: The Complete Works of Prof. V., Volume 1: Religion, Altheism, and Solipsism: Is Life A Dream?  
**City**: New York  
**Publisher**: Vantage Press  
**Call Number**: Bryan - 211  
**Notes**: Inscribed by author: "To: J. Bryan III I hope you find an idea or two of interest here - 'Prof V'"

**Author**: Vanderbilt, Gloria
Year: 1985  
Title: Once Upon a Tim  
City: New York  
Publisher: Alfred A. Knopf  
Call Number: Bryan - 212  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "24 January 1986, for J. Bryan, Ill, I hope that my book gives you back some of the fascination (and perhaps a few smiles) that you 'Merry Gentlemen (and One Lady)’ has given me. Gloria Vanderbilt"

Author: Walker, Stanley  
Year: 1933  
Title: The Night Club Era  
City: New York  
Publisher: Frederick A. Stokes Company  
Call Number: Bryan - 213  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joseph Bryan III, very best always, Stanley Walker, July 19, 1939"

Author: Waln, Nora  
Year: 1933  
Title: The House of Exile  
City: Boston  
Publisher: Little, Brown, and Company  
Call Number: Bryan - 214  
Notes: Inscribed by author: "For Joe Bryan III in friendship from Nora Waln, at 1408 - 35th Street, N.W. Washington, D.C. - 1956"

Author: Westmoreland, William C.  
Year: 1980  
Title: A soldier reports  
City: New York  
Publisher: Dell Publishing  
Number of Pages: 605  

Author: White, E.B.  
Title: Less than Nothing, or The Life and Times of Sterling Finny  
Call Number: Bryan - 216  
Notes: Inscribed twice by author: "To Joe Bryan - a real pal. Andy ("E.B.") White."
Note = The prologue in this book was written by John Homrahan and the book was published secretly, without the author knowing anything about it. I believe it is one of the few books so published." "North Brooklin, Me, Sunday - Dear Joe = Am mailing you a copy of 'The Life and Times of Sterling Finny' for you E.B. White shelf. In a thousand years it will be a collector's item - 'Farewell My Lovely' was published by Putnam - I don't know how to put you onto a copy of 'The Lady is Cold.' I would like to get me myself - but not much. Andy"

**Author:** White, E.B.
**Year:** 1934
**Title:** Every Day is Saturday
**City:** New York
**Publisher:** Harper and Brothers Publishers
**Call Number:** Bryan - 215
**Notes:** Inscribed by author: "Gratefully, to J. Bryan III, the 'Ronny' of this book. E.B. White"

**Author:** White, E.B.
**Year:** 1938
**Title:** The Fox of Peapack and Other Poems by E.B. White
**City:** New York
**Publisher:** Harper and Brothers Publishers
**Call Number:** Bryan - 217
**Notes:** Inscribed by author: "Contents of this book, every last word, I ascribe to Joseph Bryan, III, sportsman, kegler, faultless host, And editor of the Saturday Evening Post. E.B. White (his pal)"

**Author:** White, E.B.
**Year:** 1939
**Title:** Quo Vadimus?, or The Case for the Bicycle
**City:** New York
**Publisher:** Harper and Brothers Publishers
**Call Number:** Bryan - 218
**Notes:** Inscribed by author: "To Joseph Bryan III, who, if he doesn't already, soon will own the only complete set of E.B. White in the United States - a man of discernment, perseverance, and means. Gratefully his, E.B. White"

**Author:** Wilder, Jr., Roy
**Year:** 1984
**Title:** You All Spoken Here
**City:** New York
**Publisher:** Viking
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Call Number: Bryan - 220
Notes: Inscribed by author: "And the hardcover YASH for Joe Bryan III, a former pen pal, now a good companion - partly because of expertise in concocting conversational and monumental Martinis in Brook Hill on a cold day in January 1987. With thanks, Roy Wilder, Jr."

Author: Wilder, Thornton
Year: 1930
Title: The Woman of Andros
City: New York
Publisher: Albert and Charles Boni
Call Number: Bryan - 221
Notes: Signed by author

Author: Wilkinson, Burke
Year: 1970
Title: Young Louis XIV: The Early Years of the Sun King
City: New York
Publisher: The Macmillan Company
Call Number: Bryan - 223
Notes: Inscribed by author: "Seasonal Greetings to Jacqueline and Jo, and pleasure in a recent reunion in D.C. Burke, Dec. 1970"

Author: Wilkinson, Burke
Year: 1972
Title: Cry Sabotage
Series Editor: Wilkinson, Burke
City: Scarsdale
Publisher: Bradbury Press
Call Number: Bryan - 222
Notes: Inscribed by editor: "Greetings to Jacqueline and Joe and special thanks to Joe for the fine story that gets this book off-stage with a bang - Burke, January 1973"

Author: Wilson, Mary
Year: 1977
Title: The Queen: A Penguin Special
City: New York
Publisher: Penguin Book
Call Number: Bryan - 171
Notes: Inscribed by contributor: "Joe, With love from a 1/12 part author. 1977, Jubilee Year (Elizabeth Langford)"
Author: Wise, Jennings C.
Year: 1955
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